
Gas air device 

Attributes 

1 - Air gas throttle (for cutting up to 300 mm thick) 

2 - Percing .Nesting. Sheet Align software 

3 - Z spark motor and LM guide and OPTIONAL water tank 

4 - Energy Gide separate for plasma cable (OPTIONAL) and duct 

5 - Ac Servo and Double engines (two engines on two axles) 

6 - Integrated CNC (Network Table or Sugar Head) with the possibility of adding 5CNC Axis Freezer 

for LYNX and Mobile Table (Sugar or Sugar Head) for FLX 

7 - 5-year CNC warranty, 15-year after-sales service 

  

Descriptions 

 

FLAME CUTTING CNC MACHINE 

  

RADOX, by presenting the latest international engineering achievements, in the field of manufacturing 

CNC cutting equipment, after years of research and experience, introduced its latest CNC cutting 

models with FLX and LYNX titles to the country's industry, which are some of the unique features 

below. These products are mentioned. 

FLX and LYNX CNCs are produced in Iran under the supervision of the German company 

KJELLBERG, and due to the high capabilities and accuracy of these types of CNCs, they have the 

ability to be installed and compatible with a variety of international plasma units. 

The FLX CNC and LYNX CNC controllers used are among the latest achievements of RADOX, and one 

of the advantages of these models is that they are very easy to use for the operator of the device, which 

can be taught with a simple tutorial. 

  



 

 MODEL:LYNX  

  

CNC LYNX GENERAL SPECIFICATION 

 

 

MODEL:FLX 

 Air gas throttle (for cutting up to 

300 mm thick) / Plasma adding 

capability 

 Energy Guide   ٍ  Separate for 

plasma cable (OPTIONAL) and 

duct 

 Sheet Align, Nesting, Piercing 

software 

 Ac Servo and Double drive 

engines (two engines on two 

axles) 

 Z motor, spark plug and LM guide 

and network water tank 

(OPTIONAL) 

 Integrated CNC (grid table or 

sugar bowl) with the possibility 

of adding 5   CNC axis Beveling 

machine 



CNC FLX GENERAL SPECIFICATION  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 5 year CNC warranty. After sales service 15 years 

 Contact the company's experts 

 

  

  

TLE:+98212776(INTERNAL 109) 

 

 Energy Guide Separate for plasma cable 

(optional) and duct and dusting   accordion 

 Integrated CNC (mesh table or sugar bowl) 

with the possibility of adding a 5-   axis 

CNC Beveling machine 

 Ac servo motor and Double drive (two 

motors on two axles) 
 Sheet Align Nesting, Piercing Software, 

 Movable table (lattice or sugar head) with 

the possibility of adding a five-

axis   CNC Beveling machine 

 Z motor, spark plug and LM guide and 

optional water tank 


